Message from Sadr Ansarullah, USA

Dear Ansar:

Unity is strength! The fundamental message of Islam is the Unity of Allah and the unity of mankind bound together by ties of practical brotherhood. This is the clarion call of Islam which abhors strife, hatred, greed, selfishness, pride, and intolerance. The aim of every member of Majlis Ansarullah should be to live his life in accordance with the following Qur’anic injunction:

“Help one another in righteousness and piety.” (The Holy Qur’an, Ch: 5, v: 3)

The Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) stood before a large gathering of Muslims and delivered an address at the time of his final pilgrimage. It is well known in history as the farewell address of the Prophet. In the course of this address he said: “… Even as the fingers of the two hands are equal, so are human beings equal to one another. No one has any right, any superiority to claim over another. You are as brothers...”

The Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be on him) has likened the true spirit of Islamic brotherhood to that of a building, every part of which reinforces other parts. As an undivided symbol of unity, commanded Muslims when lined up for Prayer to stand together shoulder to shoulder like a solid wall, leaving no space for even a stick to be passed between them.

“Verily the most honorable person among you in the sight of God is he who is the most righteous among you.” (The Holy Qur’an, Ch: 49, v: 14)

This ideal of Islamic unity and brotherhood, which is sadly lacking in the world today, can only be achieved by devotedly acting upon the injunctions of Islam. We should ourselves act upon and call people to what is good, and avoid and forbid what is bad. The strong and more fortunate should help the weak and less fortunate. The rich should help the poor. No one should usurp the property and rights of others.

May Allah enable all members of Majlis Ansarullah to be united and always show the true example of brotherhood. Amin.

Dr. Wajeeh Bajwa
From the Desk of...

Qa’id Publication

Many of us are always looking for ways to have the message of Islam reach more and more people. One way to reach thousands of homes in your area is through the local community public channel on the cable service in your city. This channel is available to all viewers who subscribe to the cable service in that area. Many times, this channel is located right among the major TV networks and a person switching between them is sure to pass through the public access channel.

You have to be living in that city to take advantage of this service. The same channel may be viewed in more than one cities so it will be viewed in thousands of homes in your area depending on population density. In most cities, there is no charge to reserve a slot for broadcast. Time slot for broadcast should preferably be reserved during the prime time (6-9 pm). After you have reserved a slot for broadcast, all you have to do is to deliver programming in the form of a DVD to the city official who controls the public access community channel on the cable service in your area. The DVD has to be delivered so many days before the broadcast. You can deliver DVDs for a number of weeks in advance so you do not have to make many trips to the city office.

Dr. Imran Hayee, (imranhayee@yahoo.com), has very diligently prepared instructions on how to do this. Ahmadis all over the country can take advantage of this free source of Tabligh on the TV reaching people right in their living rooms all over the country, without spending a lot of money or a lot of time. DVDs for broadcast can also be provided on request.

Qa’id Moral Training

Ansar are urged to write to Huzur (ayyadahullah) for prayers regularly. It is important for every one of us to establish and maintain relationship with the Khalifa of the time and to be included in Huzur’s (ayyadahullah) prayers. Letters can be sent to Huzur (ayyadahullah) as follows.

Email: https://eletter.alislam.org/login.php
Fax: 01144-208-870-5234
Snail mail: 16 Gressenhall Road, London SW18 5QL, U.K.

Ansarullah Hall Fund

In 1998, Hazrat Khalifatul Masih IV (may Allah have mercy on him) had approved a proposal, made by Majlis-e-Shura of Majlis Ansarullah, USA, to build Ansarullah Hall adjacent to Baitur Rehman Mosque. Some funds have been collected since the inception of this scheme. Total funds to be collected for this hall are $500,000. Recently Dr. Ahsanullah Zafar, Ameer Jama’at USA, asked Majlis Ansarullah to raise $500,000 for ongoing expansion of Baitur Rehman Mosque. Ansarullah Hall is part of this expansion. Therefore, Sadr Majlis Ansarullah, Dr. Wajeeh Bajwa, is requesting each and every member of Majlis Ansarullah to step forward and contribute generously. Members who have already contributed towards Ansarullah Hall are also encouraged to donate again for this cause. Members are urged to contribute generously towards Ansarullah Hall Fund as soon as possible. The payment should be sent to Qa’id Finance, Kalim Rana, directly or through za’eem Majlis. Jazakomullah.

Homeopathy Medicine for Swine Flu

Hadrat Khalifatul-Masih V (may Allah support him with His Mighty Help) has graciously suggested the following homeopathy medicines for Swine Flu epidemic prevention and treatment.

For prevention:
- Aconite + Arsenic Alb. + Gelsemium (all in 200 potency, once a week)

For treatment:
- Influenzium + Bacillinum (both in 200 potency, twice a day for three to four days, then twice a week)
- Arsenic Alb. + Arnica + Baptesia + Heper Sulph. + Nat. Sulph. (all in 30 potency three times a day)

Members are also encouraged to get flu shots.
National Ijtima’ 2009 of Majlis Ansarullah, USA
Annual Ansar Leadership Conference

The annual Ansar Leadership Conference (ALC) will take place on Saturday, January 23 & Sunday, January 24, 2009 at Bait-ul‐Hameed Mosque in Chino, CA. ALC is a very informative and interesting event that helps Zo’ama prepare for the year ahead. Zo’ama should make every effort to attend the conference.

Ansar members of Columbus Jama’at with the President of Somalia Sheik Sharif Sheik Ahmed and local Somali community members during the president’s visit to Columbus

Ansar members of Columbus Jama’at with the President of Interfaith Association of Central Ohio at Columbus Jama’at’s Tabligh stall at Annual Columbus International Festival held on November 7-8, 2009

Send detail and pictures of your local and regional events and ansar news via e-mail at newsletter@ansarusa.org.

Current and back issues of Ansar newsletter can be accessed at ansarusa.org/newsletter.htm
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